number of letters of introduction* most of which I never
used, a letter from the BBC informing all concerned that
I was their accredited representative^ and a vast quantity of
allegedly suitable warm clothing, I had very unwisely
bought in London a large, heavy leather overcoat* which
I had been assured would keep out any cold. It dids more
or less, but when I came to wear it in Finland I found I
could scarcely walk, let alone run. I looked with bitter
envy on the beautiful white sheepskin coats which other
and wiser correspondents had bought In Stockholm.
My outfit also Included an assortment of-strange arctic
garments lent me by a friend who had been on polar
expeditions, and these, I am sorry to say9 remained packed
in a suitcase throughout my stay* But If I did not benefit
from them, the Air Line certainly did, for the excess weight
was terrific.
Before I had been long In Helsinki I decided that I
should confine my broadcasts almost entirely to eye-witness
accounts. There seemed to be no sense in broadcasting
interpretations of the official communiques, or in competing
in other ways with the big news agencies. I resolved to see
as much as possible and to do my best to give people In
England a clear picture of what I saw.
Before I reached Finland I had imagined that the busi-
ness of seeing things would be easy; that It would be
simply a matter of saying I wanted to g® to a particular
place and being sent there within a reasonable time. But
these illusions were soon shattered. The trouble was that
over a hundred other correspondents had the same idea.
The Finns had really let far more foreign journalists into'
the country than they could possibly deal with. This was
particularly the case with the Scandinavians. Any little
10

